
738 FIBERGLASS PRODUCTS
Marine Repair Kits

Gelcoat Repair Kit
Permanently repairs nicks, gouges and scratches in fiberglass hulls and
decks. Blends hundreds of color combinations and cures glass-hard in
one hour. A special release paper and no-run
polyester gel makes a slick, no-sand finish quick
and easy. Also repairs countertops, appliances,
bathroom tubs and sinks. Complete kit contains
colors polyester gel paste, hardener, release paper,
mixing sticks, blending chart and instructions.

Fiberglass Repair Kit
Fast easy, permanent repairs of fiberglass, wood, and metal with no
waste or throw-away. No-run polyester gel paste adheres to vertical
and overhead surfaces. Complete kit contains 48 sq. in. fiberglass
woven cloth, polyester gel paste, hardener, squeegee, mixing sticks
and instructions.

Emergency Repair
Epoxy/Aluminum Putty Stick

Emergency Repair
Epoxy Putty Stick
Makes permanent and emergency repairs on fiber-
glass, wood, metal and plastic. Easy to use-just hand
knead until color turns white and apply to damaged
area. Forms tenacious bonds in minutes-even under
water. Can be sanded, painted, drilled, tapped and
filed.

Makes permanent and emergency repairs on aluminum boats, out-
drives, fuel and water tanks and other aluminum parts. Easy to
use – just hand knead for 1 minute and apply to dam-
aged area. Forms tenacious bonds in minutes – even
underwater. Special additives cut through oxidation
and anodization to maximize adhesion. Can be
sanded, painted, drilled, tapped and filed.

SOLDER-EZE™

This easy-to-use silver solder paste contains all necessary
components including flux. The no-drip plastic dispenser pro-
vides only the needed amount of paste that stays where it is
applied. By simply heating with a butane lighter or match the
paste solidifies and turns silver. Solder-eze is lead free and
many times stronger than ordinary solder. It works with most
metals and will not tarnish even in the marine environment.

ORDER NO. SIZE CTN. PRICE
FIB 8000 1 kit 6 $40.08

ORDER NO. SIZE CTN. PRICE
FIB 8050 1 Kit 2 oz. 6 $19.47

ORDER NO. SIZE PRICE
MDR 330 7.1 gm $8.99

ORDER NO. SIZE CTN. PRICE
SBC 87004 4 oz. 12 $16.45

ORDER NO. SIZE CTN. PRICE
SBC 87104 4 oz. 12 $16.45

ORDER NO. SIZE CTN. PRICE
FIB 8017 .86 oz. 6 $11.12

Inflatable Boat Repair Kit
Tough formulation bonding paste with
cleaning solvent plus strips of heavy
reinforcing fabric in kit assures long last-
ing repairs of nylon life rafts, dinghies,
sport boats and other inflatable craft. Preserves buoyancy and resists
cuts, cracks and impact. Packaged in resealable plastic bag.

ORDER NO. CTN. PRICE
FIB 618 6 $37.65

Polyester Gel Paste
Neutral color polyester paste for permanent gel-coat
marine repairs. Neatly covers gouges, scrapes and
scratches in fiberglass. Coloring agents provide correct
color match. Hardener included.

ORDER NO. SIZE CTN. PRICE
FIB 695 Pint 12 $27.33

Fiberglass Rollers
Special spiral threaded roller spreads resins,
removes air bubbles and laminates evenly.
Plastic handle.

Epoxy Glue & Syringe
Crystal clear liquid formula is great for the small jobs
demanding an epoxy. Sets in five minutes and has full
1500 lb. strength in one hour. No measuring needed.
No worry; the plunger dispenses the correct 1:1 ratio
every time. Mini stir stick included for mixing. Marine
formula resists water, brine, sun, chemicals and fuels.
Bonds to wood, metal, glass, fiberglass, gelcoat,
ceramics and most plastics.

Scratch Away
Gelcoat Restoration Kit

Scratch Away is a MICRO-MESH product and consists of color
coded crystal pads, polishing liquids, and simple, direct
instructions for ease of use. Removes light surface scratches,
scuffs and UV damage from fiberglass and
gelcoat. Ideal for gelcoat spot repair applications.
Kit includes (1) 1 oz liquid polish, (3) MicroTouch
sanding pads, (1) 11" x 12" cloth, and
instructions.

ORDER NO. PRICE
FIB 105315 $33.60

ORDER NO. CTN. PRICE
FIB 668 6 $47.20

Match'n Patch Gel Coat Repair Kit
Complete set of materials for gel coat repairs of minor surface damage
on boats. Repairs scratches, gouges, cracks, etc. Mixes or matches to
any desired color, Kit contains: 1/4 pt. Gel Paste with hardener, six 1/4
oz., tubes of all primary pigment colors, mixing cup and sticks, cleaning
solvent, special release film and complete instructions.

ORDER NO.SIZE PRICE
PLGE100028 1/2" x 3" R oller

$25.71

PLGE100033 3/4" x 6" R oller

$29.49

PLG E100036 1"x 6" R oller

$31.50


